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WARNING: What you are about to read is a hybrid of three
formats. The show is part STAGE PLAY - part MOVIE - part ROCK
PERFORMANCE. The following script does its best to capture these
three formats simultaneously on the page.  

What occurs on the STAGE will be represented by traditional stage play
format - action on the right, dialogue in TIMES font across the page.  

The MOVIE elements will appear in standard screenplay format -
COURIER font, dialogue down middle of page.  
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                           PROLOGUE

 PLACE: Recording Studio.

    TIME: Present.

ON STAGE: A RECORDING STUDIO
littered with synthesizers, guitars, a drum
set, stacks of amplifiers.  Vintage furniture,
carpets and lamps adorn the room giving it
a sense of timelessness. It looks like a
classic recording studio except for one
thing:

HD MONITORS and TV SETS of all shapes
and sizes are mounted around the  room.
On the back wall loom TWO LARGE
MOVIE SCREENS.  

A MUSICIAN appears from the darkness. 
He turns on a computer, straps on a guitar
and begins strumming a few notes.  With
each strum a MONITOR turns on and
through the static and color bars we see
glimpse of images.  

Other MUSICIANS nonchalantly enter the
studio, coffees in hand.  We hear typical
studio banter as they set up.  

A RED "RECORD" SIGN lights up.  The
drummer counts them down.  MUSIC fills
the studio. 

TABATHA, funky, spunky, tough and
sexy.  Her braids can't decide if they want
to be black or fire red - so they're both. 
LEAD VOCALS.

MILES, tall, pale, emotional, overconfident
musical genius.  LEAD VOCALS/GUITAR.
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TRENT, wild, platinum hair, numerous
piercings and tattoos.  LEAD VOCALS/
GUITAR.

GUITARO, long hair, tattoos, massive
Marshal stack looms behind him. His
gravely voice suggests he's been around
the rock scene a while.  LEAD GUITAR.

KOZEL, intense, brooding Julliard drop-
out.  BASS GUITAR.

WOLFGANG: techno-wizard/mad scientist
meets Mozart, an array of synthesizers,
computers, samplers surround him/her. 
KEYBOARDS/SYNTHESIZERS.

MOONY, early-20s, the kid, crazy, a
natural talent but a spring chicken when it
comes to the music business.  DRUMS.

A RED "RECORD" SIGN lights up.  Moony
counts them down.

MUSIC fills the studio. The room is ablaze
with sound, music, lights and images.

The GIANT SCREEN on the far wall bursts
into wild, psychedelic light patterns and
twisted computer generated imagery. The
room is ablaze with sound, music, lights
and images.

ON MOVIE SCREENS AND MONITORS: 

We see a multimedia montage of people, humanity -
highlighting all the things that distract us, numb us, tune
us out to what actually matters.  It's as if 'Big Brother'
of 2016 is of our own making - our toys, gadgets, iPhones,
media, trivial concerns are watching over us, controlling
us, making sure we stay in line.  We see images of people on
cell phones, computers, watching TV, playing video games -
completely distracted from any meaningful life experience
and unable to detect any communication being transmitted
from beyond the physical realm...  
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The MUSIC VIDEO STYLE IMAGERY continues throughout the song.

ON MONITORS: 

Images of people race by faster and faster until the word
UNPLUG appears on every movie screen and monitor. 
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The SCREENS GO TO BLACK.  A YELLOW "REWIND" SIGN LIGHTS UP.  

ON STAGE:   

The final chord rings out like a gong. 
Miles holds his hand up until the it's
completely silent.   

MILES
Awesome guys.  Good work.    

The band banters, exhausted.  Miles
squints up towards the MIXING ROOM at
the back of the studio.  

MILES (CONT'D)
How'd that one sound, Jerry?  

A VOICE BOOMS through the studio's
P.A. system - JERRY'S.  We'll never see
Jerry - just hear him.

JERRY
Real nice.  You wanna try take twenty-
five?      

The band chuckles. 

MILES
Nah, I think we nailed it.  We could
use a bit of over-dubbing on the
vocals but that's good for now.  

JERRY (O.S.)
Copy that.  What's next? 

MILES
(flipping through
song list)

Let's see...

TABATHA
(quickly interjecting)

Actually, if nobody minds I'd like to
finish the last few tracks of the
movie soundtrack.  

Miles rolls his eyes.  
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MILES
Hurray for Hollywood.     

TABATHA
There's three songs left.  The sooner
we do them the sooner we'll be done. 

MILES
Awesome.  

TABATHA
Thank you. 

Tabatha flips through a movie script.  Miles
cracks a beer. 

TABATHA (CONT'D)
Jerry, can you pull up scene sixty-
five?  

JERRY (O.S.)
Stand by...  

We hear a forwarding sound in the booth. 
Images suddenly fill the movie screens and
monitors.  Universal leader ticks from 8
down to 2...BEEP!

ON MONITORS:

4 INT.  BEDROOM - MORNING

JONATHAN CHRISTIAN BECK "JB" rouses awake.  He yawns -
stares out at the hazy morning - drags himself from bed - 
brushes his teeth.  There's a note taped to the mirror:  

Don't forget the wine!  

JB spits into the sink and wipes his mouth with his shirt.
The routine is getting old. 

TABATHA (O.S.)
Okay, scene sixty-five, our hero JB
wakes up to face yet another day as an
unemployed artist - gets a surprise
call from his agent, we get our big
'is this the end?' fight scene between
JB and his formerly supportive, now
tired of carrying the weight,
girlfriend Ella.  

(MORE)
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TABATHA (O.S.) (CONT'D)
JB walks the streets in a drunken
stupor, comes to his senses, races
back to Ella and proposes to her.  

TRENT
All the women cry, we get a Grammy.

MILES
That'll be the day.  

Miles's smart-ass remark doesn't go unnoticed by Tabatha. 

MILES (CONT'D)
(looking at watch)

Alright, let's get this over with
already.

ON STAGE:

Moony whips out a pair of bongos and
leads them into another track.

ON MONITORS:

Some MONITORS and TVs switch to images of THE AMERICAN DREAM -
MONEY, FAME, POLITICS, LUXURY, SEXUALITY and CELEBRITY On
the rest of the MONITORS/TVs we're still following JB as he
makes his way into an industrial art district of downtown
L.A.  A few monitors display a collage of colorful pop and
street art.  

ON MONITORS: 

5 EXT. STREET - MORNING

JB approaches a deli and walks right by.  

ON STAGE:

TABATHA
(to booth)

Jerry, pause it.  
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The MOVIE FOOTAGE GRINDS TO A
HALT.  The band stops playing.  

TABATHA (CONT'D)
(to Trent)

What do you have for scene 77?  

TRENT
I got him buying the wine.     

The others flip through their drafts.  

GUITARO
Me too.  

WOLFGANG
Same here.  

MILES
Maybe it's a revision. 

TABATHA
Did anybody hear anything about a
revision?     

MILES
Wouldn't be the first time.  Let's
keep moving.  

TABATHA
(to booth)

Alright, Jerry, start it back up.  

THE MOVIE FOOTAGE RESUMES...

ON MONITORS:  

6 INT. ART STUDIO - MORNING

JB arrives at his studio.  The place is a pigsty covered
with paint, crap, supplies and sculptures of varying degrees
of absurdity.

JB studies his piece, frustrated. After pacing back and
forth he finally finds his inspiration, grabs some paint and
scraps and begins sculpting.  JB is in a trance.  

The band picks up where they left off..
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The band segues into an instrumental
ending...

JB lights a smoke and listens to his cell phone messages
while studying his latest work. ON PHONE: 

ELLA (O.S.)
Hey don't forget to follow up with
Aaron Brothers.  Tara went out of her
way to get you that interview.  Oh,
and don't forget the wine.  CLICK.  

JB
Oops.  

KLAUS (O.S.)
Hey Johnny boy, this is your agent. 
You need to get on a plane to NYC
immediately.  I have a friend, she has
a gallery and she just lost her
artist, I don't know what happened, he
broke his leg or his fingers.  So
listen, find a red eye, get to NYC,
this is shot, this is your show.  Oh
God.  

ON STAGE: The band segues into a
MOODY INSTRUMENTAL.  

ON MONITORS:

7 INT. LIVING ROOM - LATER

ELLA is in her late 20s, beautiful but tough.  

JB
This is New York, babe.  This is the
big time.  We've been waiting five
years for this.
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ELLA
You've been waiting five years for
this.  I'm assuming they're not paying
for your plane ticket.

No response.

JB
That's not the point.  

ELLA
Right.

JB
Would it be possible to show just an
ounce of faith in me for once?

ELLA
For once?  You're joking, right?

JB
I thought we were gonna go the
distance.  That's what you said, you
said I'll go the distance with you.  

ELLA
Oh please, not that again.  I went the
distance long enough.

JB
If I get some dead end job now it's
over.  It was all for nothing.

ELLA
Honey, there's nothing wrong with
dreaming.  But at some point we gotta
face reality.

JB
Yeah, what reality is that?

ELLA
Not everybody strikes gold.

JB
Not everybody stikes...that's good. 
And this is coming from Miss "I just
wanna be happy and be a mom."

ELLA
How about this.  If you get on that
plane tonight we're done.  Deal?

Ella storms into the bedroom.  JB polishes his beer and
heads out of the apartment slamming the door.
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Ella reemerges and stares out the window.

ON STAGE: Miles flips over another page,
nods to Moony.  Moony clicks his sticks. 
The band begins a new song. 

ON MONITORS and TVs:  We see various angles simultaneously of both JB
and Ella, it's a virtual choose your own adventure visually.  

8 EXT. STREET - NIGHT     

JB wanders the streets, drunk.  

9 INT. LIVING ROOM - CONTINUOUS

ELLA sits watching a home video of JB and Ella shortly after
meeting and falling in love.

In the video they seem so alive, so young and so happy.  JB
is excited, confident and funny.  Ella has a glow and warmth
in her smile that transcends. 

ON HOME VIDEO:

ELLA
So where do you see yourself in five
years?
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JB
Five years? 

ELLA
Uh oh.  It's about to get real.  

JB
Five years.  Being able to demand top
dollar for my work, having a studio in
Soho, in Paris, traveling the world.

ELLA
A man of simple needs.

JB grabs the camera away from her. Points it at her.

JB
Alright, Barbara Walters. What about
you?

ELLA
What about me?

JB
Where do you see yourself five from
now?

ELLA
Just being happy.  Being a devoted
wife, a good mother, living each day
as if it could be my last, saying I
love you to people before it's too
late. And watching American Idol
religiously - with popcorn.

JB
Butter and salt?

ELLA
And cayenne. Lots of cayenne.

JB
You had me at Idol.  

They kiss.  
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ON MONITORS:  We see flashback images of JB and Ella in bed
smiling and laughing, dancing up in the Hollywood Hills...

11 EXT. STREET - PRESENT

JB comes to a stop.  He turns around - starts walking back
the other way - picks up the pace - a man with a purpose.  

12 INT. TAXI -- LATER

JB stares out the window holding a boarding pass to NYC.   

ON STAGE:  Everyone stares at the
monitors.  

TABATHA
Uh, why does he have a boarding pass
in his hand?  

13 INT. LIVING ROOM - CONTINUOUS

Ella bends down and blows out candles - the last one next to
a picture of JB and her smiling.  

ON MONITORS: 

14 INT. LAX AIRPORT - LATER

JB hands his ticket over as he boards the plane.  

ON STAGE: All eyes glued on the
monitors. 

MILES
Looks like he's going to NYC to me.  

TRENT
Yeah right.  This is a chick flick,
he'll change his mind at the last
second.  

ON MONITORS: 

15 INT. LAX AIRPORT - LATER

The plane takes off into the night.  
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ON STAGE: 

MILES
Then again, maybe he won't.  

TABATHA
Is this an alternative ending?     

MILES
Maybe the schmaltzy ending didn't test
well.  

Tabatha shoots Miles a look.  

TABATHA
(to booth)

Jerry, do you know anything about
this?  

JERRY (O.S.)
Negative.  

Tabatha continues looking at the plane
disappearing into the distance.  She looks
at Miles, he's slugging back the rest of a
beer, obviously couldn't care less.   

It finally registers. 

TABATHA
We did this.

MILES
What are you talking about? 

TABATHA
You and I, all our crap we said we'd
keep out of the studio.  That's why
this happened.  

MILES
Seriously?  Maybe it's because the
music sucked, could that possibly be
it?     

TRENT
There's nothing wrong with the music.    

MILES
Like you would know anything about
that - 
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TRENT
Oh look, Mr. Jealousy.  

MILES
Got news for you brotha, enjoy your
little fling while it lasts.  

(nodding towards
Tabatha)

You'll be yesterday's news soon
enough.  Believe me.  

TRENT
You're right, if I drink myself into
oblivion every night, delete a whole
week's worth of her recordings in a
jealous rage, cheat on her with some
coke whore and then have the balls to
blame everything on her - yeah, I
guess I'll be yesterday's news too.  

MILES
Wasn't a week's worth, it was one
frickin' session.  

TRENT
Oh sorry, my bad -  

TABATHA
Knock it off!  

Trent and Miles back away from each
other.  Trent takes his guitar off.  Miles
shuts his rig down.  

WOLFGANG
So that's it?  

TABATHA
That's it. 

WOLFGANG
No happy ending?  

GUITARO
No happy ending, mate.  

The rest of the band gathers their stuff and
leaves.  

TRENT
You need anything?  
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TABATHA
I'm good.  I'll see you at home.  

Everyone unplugs and heads out.  Miles
watches Trent give Tabatha a kiss before
leaving.  Miles shakes his head and exits.  
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                                    ACT 1

                                        SCENE 2

ON STAGE: Tabatha is powering down a
few monitors and amps.  She is about to
walk out.  She stops.  Can't help herself. 
Has to know.  She flips a few buttons, the
monitors and TVs power back on.  Tabatha
looks around the studio, hesitates then hits
FAST-FORWARD.  The footage blurs by as
we move into the future.  She pushes
PLAY.  

ON MONITORS:  

16 EXT. PLANE - NIGHT

JB's plane cuts through the night sky.  

17 INT. SOHO LOFT - DAY

JB enters the space, exhausted.  He tosses his bag down,
opens a curtain revealing a view of a trashy alleyway.  

ON STAGE:  Tabatha continues fast-
forwarding. WE CATCH GLIMPSES OF
JB'S NEW FUTURE.  

ON MONITORS:  

18 INT. ART GALLERY - DAY

KLAUS, JB's effeminate German agent, 40s, introduces JB to a
stylish, elegant gallery owner, GEORGIA, early 40s.  

KLAUS
There he is.  Georgia Kline, I'd like
you to meet one of my most handsome
clients - Jonathan Christian Beck.

FAST FORWARD TO:
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19 INT. GEORGIA'S APARTMENT - LATER

JB has drunken sex with a sexy young photographer.  

FAST FORWARD TO:

20 INT. APARTMENT - DAY - LOS ANGELES

Ella sits alone at the kitchen table.   

FAST FORWARD TO:

21 INT. ART GALLERY - NIGHT

It's a gala opening.  JB, wearing a tux, stands with
Georgia, all smiles, photos flashing.  She kisses him.   

ON STAGE:  Tabatha fast-forwards to:  

22 EXT. NYC STREET - NIGHT

JB and a drunk Klaus stand outside a limo.  

JB
It's not personal.  

KLAUS
It's not personal?  Everything in his
business is personal, you idiot!    

FLASH FORWARD TO:

QUICK MONTAGE OF IMAGES:  

23 INT. SOHO LOFT - NIGHT

Sex, drugs and gala openings, with each one JB looks more
and more strung out.  

24 INT. SOHO LOFT - NIGHT

JB barges into Georgia's gallery to find her entertaining
another sculptor and a few patrons.  He flies into a rage. 

25 INT. SOHO LOFT - NIGHT

JB drinks heavily while working on a sculpture.  He can't
concentrate, smashes the bottle against the wall.  

 FLASH FORWARD TO:

26 EXT. COURTHOUSE GARDEN - DAY

Ella kisses her new HUSBAND.   
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ON STAGE:  Tabatha fast-forwards a good
long while - stops - pushes PLAY.  

ON MONITORS:

27 INT. SOHO LOFT - NIGHT

The place is dark, thrashed.  Empty bottles and garbage
everywhere.  The only light comes from a TV in the center of
the massive room showing nothing but flickering static.  

A Lazy Boy is parked in front of the TV.  JB is slumped in
it - eyes fixed on the screen - skin deathly pale - empty
bottle in his hand - cigarette burned down to the filter. 
He looks years older, every ounce of life sucked dry.  It's
hard to tell if he's even alive...

ON STAGE:  Tabatha pushes STOP.  The
MONITORS go black.  She switches back
to LIVE TRANSMISSION.  

ON MONITORS:

28 INT. TAXI - MORNING

Sunlight is beginning to sneak through the buildings of
Manhattan.  JB stares out the back seat window, smiling,
oblivious to the grim future awaiting him. 

TABATHA
Sorry kid.    

ON STAGE: Tabatha sits at the piano and
plays a few soft chords from Scavenger. 
For a moment nothing but then...

ON MONITORS: One of the monitors gets a blip of static - we
see a quick glimpse of JB and Ella embracing on a rooftop. 
It disappears.  She keeps playing, another blip.  JB's
expression changes - the music obviously affecting him.  

Tabatha makes a call.

TABATHA (CONT'D)
It's me.  I think we can save this
thing. 

(beat)
Just hear me out okay?  
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                                    ACT 1                        

                                   SCENE 3

ON STAGE: Tabatha is showing the
footage to the band.  She pushes stop on
the image of JB lifeless in the Lazy Boy.   

TRENT
Talk about a train wreck.  You said
something about blips.  

TABATHA
Blips of the old ending, yes.  The
happy one.  They were on the rooftop.  

TRENT
And you think the music caused it?   

TABATHA
Yes. 

MILES
You really need to get more sleep.  

Tabatha nods to JB on monitors.  

TABATHA
(to Miles)

So you're good with this?  All that
work down the drain.  

MILES
Doesn't look so bad to me.  

TABATHA
You're kidding, right?  

MILES
At least he had the balls to stick to
his guns instead of selling out at the
first opportunity.  

TABATHA
Please don't make this about you. 

MILES
Get over yourself. 

TABATHA
(to Trent)

What do you think?  
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TRENT
Sounds cool to me.  

MILES
Shocker. 

Guitaro flicks his cigarette butt.

GUITARO
I'll give it a shot.   

Miles shoots him a look. 

GUITARO (CONT'D)
(to Miles)

I like happy endings, mate. 

WOLFGANG
Me too.  Let's do it. 

TABATHA
(to Miles)

No objections?  Good. 

                                      ACT 1

                                    SCENE 4

ON MONITORS: 

29 INT. SOHO LOFT - MORNING

JB enters a large loft, exhausted.  Besides a bed in the
corner it's got nothing but space to sculpt.  He tosses his
bag down. 

ON STAGE: The band is watching. 

TRENT
Sweet pad.  

TABATHA
He's about to head over to the
gallery.  

MILES
Why are we doing this again?  

TABATHA
Just play, alright.  
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MILES
Yes your highness.     

They all strap on their instruments.  

TABATHA
Alright, "Ballerina."    

The band begins a song.  

ON MONITORS: 

30 EXT. STREET - DAY

JB walks through Times Square - all smiles.  

31 EXT. STREET - DAY

JB strolls through SOHO art district, passing galleries,
smoking, looking for an address.  

ON STAGE: This time there's no static, no
flashback images on the monitors.  Tabatha
waves the band off.  The music stops. 
They just watch.  

ON MONITORS: 

32 INT. ART GALLERY - DAY

JB enters Georgia's gallery.  There's Klaus and Georgia.  
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KLAUS
There he is.  Georgia Kline, I'd like
you to meet one of my most handsome
clients - Jonathan Christian Beck. 

Georgia holds her hand out to JB. 

JB
It's Johnny.  Everybody calls me JB.  

He takes her hand and kisses it, almost surprising her.  She
glances at Klaus, he winks.    

JB (CONT'D)
It's a pleasure to meet you.   

GEORGIA
Delighted.  So glad you could make it. 
Klaus tells me you had good press from
your last show.    

JB shrugs. 

GEORGIA (CONT'D)
Oh.  Modesty.  How quaint.  What a
nice surprise you've brought me,
Klaus.    

KLAUS
Isn't he adorable?

ON STAGE: 

TABATHA
(to booth)

Pause it, Jerry.    

The FOOTAGE FREEZES.  

TRENT
I didn't see any blips.      

TABATHA
Me neither.  Maybe it was the song.    

Tabatha is starting at JB on the screen.  

MILES
How about "Snapdragons"? 

TABATHA
No thanks.  
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There's obviously something about this
song - something very personal.

MILES
Too much for ya, huh?  

TABATHA
On second thought.  Fine, let's play
it.  

MILES
It's in G-major remember - 

TABATHA
I remember the key signature.  Just
play.  

Moony counts them down into a pretty,
acoustic opening.  On the MONITORS we
see a blip of STATIC then...

ON MONITORS: 

33 INT. ART GALLERY - MOMENTS LATER

JB's eyes glaze, mind obviously wandering.  Georgia's face
begins to twist and contort, her voice deepens.  

GEORGIA
... But I would argue even
Rauschenberg balked at new media.  I
mean, especially in those chair pieces
you see it.  Don't you agree?  JB?

JB
Sorry.  Will you excuse me?

34 INT. GALLERY BATHROOM - MOMENTS LATER

JB stares in the mirror.  

JB
Stay cool.  You're good, you're good.  

JB puts his fingers to his temples.  His reflection begins
to morph, the mirror twists and contorts, colors surround
him.  He tries to shake it off but it grows more intense. 

ON MONITORS:  BOOM!  The screens erupt into wild colors.  

ON STAGE:  An intense light show fills the
theater. As it begins to subside...
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ON MONITORS:

The various MONITORS and TVs begin displaying a battery of
images creating a bizarre MOVIE MONTAGE - a virtual choose
your own adventure visually. 

35 EXT.  BROOKSIDE - DAY

We see images of a green meadow, leaves fluttering in the
wind, flowers and bees, JB and Ella having a picnic, they're
happy, in love. 

ON MONITORS:

36 INT. GALLERY BATHROOM - MOMENTS LATER

FLASHBACK ENDS ABRUPTLY as JB is sucked back to the PRESENT. 
He pulls himself together.    

37 EXT. ART GALLERY - MOMENTS LATER

JB is making his way across street.  Klaus runs after and
stops him in the middle of the street.   

KLAUS
JB stop!  

(MORE)
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KLAUS (CONT'D)
I know this is all a little bit new to
you and maybe it feels a bit strange
but I want you to listen closely
because I'm only going to say this
once.  Okay?  Now, when Georgia Kline
invites you to a party or a brunch or
to her grandmother's funeral, then you
say yes.  Okay?  Yes.  Say it with me.

JB/KLAUS
Yes.

KLAUS
Good.  Now go get some sleep, and I'll
see you bright and early.  

ON STAGE:  The band watches.  Tabatha
is all smiles.  

TABATHA
(to booth)

Pause it, Jerry.  

The images FREEZE.  

MOONY
That was a trip.  

TRENT
I definitely saw blips that time.

Tabatha is lost in thought, the song
obviously affecting her.  Miles notices.  

MILES
(to Tabatha)

Wasn't so bad, was it?  

TABATHA
I got an idea. 

MILES
Uh oh. 

TRENT
What?  

TABATHA
I wanna re-record a few tracks.      

TRENT
Which ones?      
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TABATHA
From our first album.

MILES
Little trip down memory lane?  

TABATHA
Don't flatter yourself.  

TRENT
How many?  

TABATHA
As many as it takes.  

MILES
You sure you're up to it? 

TRENT
Yeah maybe this isn't - 

TABATHA
Don't worry about me, okay.  They're
just songs.      

MILES
Whatever you say, maestro. 

A YELLOW "REWIND" SIGN LIGHTS UP. 
We hear MUSIC SPIN backwards.  
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                                      ACT 1 

                                         SCENE 5

ON STAGE: The Band is preparing. 
Tabatha taps on the mic.  

TABATHA
Alright, let's go.  "Way Back When."  

The band begins playing a gritty Tom
Waits style ballad sung by Miles.  

ON MONITORS:  

38 EXT. NYC STREET - MOMENTS LATER

JB walks along, lost in space.  As the music starts he
immediately puts his fingers to his temples as if to try to
block it out.  No use.  The city noise begins to fade out. 
The city twists and contorts with intense colors.  

ON MONITORS:  Just like before - BOOM - all the HD monitors ignite into an
amazing array of bright lights and colors eventually giving way to - 

39 EXT. INDUSTRIAL STREET - DAY - LOS ANGELES

It's hot.  L.A. hot.  JB is picking through junk and
carrying a tire.  He notices a station wagon parked.  A
WOMAN is struggling to unload some boxes.  It's ELLA.  

JB checks her out but continues past.  Ella drops a large
vase.  It shatters on the pavement.  JB turns around and
quickly heads over.  
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JB
Let me help you with that. 

ELLA
No you don't have to - 

JB is already picking up the pieces.  Ella helps.  They toss
them into a box.   

ELLA (CONT'D)
I'm such a klutz.  

JB
Was it expensive?

ELLA
It was my grandmother's.   

They continue picking up the pieces.  Ella nods to the tire.  

ELLA (CONT'D)
You get a flat?  

JB
Huh?  Oh, no, I uh...

(mock accent)
I turn junk into profound pieces of
beauty.  

Ella laughs. 

ELLA
So you're an artist.    

JB
At your service.  Why don't you let me
fix this.  

ELLA
Fix it?  

JB
I can't guarantee it'll look the same
but it'll be something interesting. 
If you don't like it we can go drop it
off a building.  

Ella laughs.

ELLA
Do you have access to any rooftops?  

JB
Several.   
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ELLA
Alright.  Deal.  Thank you.  

ON MONITORS:  Lights and colors erupt once again leading us back to...

BACK TO PRESENT

40 EXT. STREET - MOMENTS LATER

JB snaps out of the memory.  He finds himself still walking
along.  

ON STAGE:  The band winds down the
song.  A fog of nostalgia lies heavy in the
room for Tabatha and Miles.  

TRENT
That's probably enough, yeah?  

Tabatha leans into the mic.  

TABATHA
"The Vase" in C-major.  Nice and easy.  

Miles smiles.  Trent glares at him.  Miles
shrugs.  

The band launches into the next song, a
QUIRKY PIANO AND BASS WALTZ.  

ON MONITORS: 

41 EXT. NYC STREETS - MOMENTS LATER

JB turns a corner.  He charges ahead, trying to stay
focused.  No use.  

Some of the monitors turn to static.  Through the static emerges: Images of an
warehouse development in DTLA.  

FLASHBACK:

42 INT. ART STUDIO - DAY - LOS ANGELES

JB pulls a sheet off the vase.  It's an insane, surreal
version of the vase - like a Salvador Dali nightmare.  Ella
restrains a laugh, walks around it, touches it.  

JB
Should we head up to the rooftop?    
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ELLA

My grandma would roll over in her
grave but I think it's awesome.  A bit
disturbing, but awesome. 

JB

Great.  That'll be $500.  

Ella laughs and looks around at JB's other sculptures.  

ELLA

Whoa.  This is wild.  What is it?  

JB
Optical art, perspectival
anamorphosis.  

ELLA
English please?    

JB
It just means you can only see what it
is from a specific vantage point. 
I'll show you.  

JB gently nudges Ella to a spot about ten feet over.  

ELLA
Oh my gosh.  It's a whale.  

JB
It's supposed to be a dolphin.  But
I'll take whale. 

Ella keeps looking around.  JB watches her.  

ELLA
You're very talented.  

JB shrugs.  

ELLA (CONT'D)
Seriously.  Not everybody has a gift
like this.  What do you plan to do
with all of this?         

JB
I want to give people the opportunity
to see things differently.  That what
most people consider junk if looked at
from another perspective can
be...beautiful.   
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Ella turns around, smiles.  He smiles.  Awkward silence.  

Ella picks up the vase.   

ELLA
Thank you.   

Another uncomfortable silence.  

JB
Do you like Vietnamese noddles?    

ON STAGE: The band begins to wind the
tune down.  

ON MONITORS: 

43 EXT. NYC STREETS - MOMENTS LATER

JB is still walking, a nostalgic smile on his face.  It
slowly fades.     

ON STAGE: 

TABATHA
Pause it Jerry.  

The footage stops.  Tabatha starts flipping through her
script.  Woman on a mission.  

TRENT
(looking at watch)

Maybe we should call it a night.   

TABATHA
Hold on...

MILES
What are you looking for?  

TABATHA
The next scene.  

MILES
It was the noodle joint scene.  It
ain't there they cut it remember?  It
just jumped to the end of the first
date scene.  Orange sherbet and
chocolate?  
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TABATHA
(smiling fondly)

That's right.  Interesting combination
you said - he said I mean.   

Miles smiles.  The room gets a bit uncomfy for Trent.  

TRENT
(tapping watch)

So....

TABATHA
(snapping out of it)

Oh, uh, yeah it's getting late let's
regroup in the morning.  

Tabatha stares up at JB on the screen. 
One last memory flickers.  She smiles.   

TABATHA (CONT'D)
(to booth)

Jerry, shut us down.  

JERRY (O.S.)
Roger that.  

Everyone leaves the studio.  The monitors
shut down one by one. 
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                                     ACT 1

                                    SCENE 6

ON STAGE: It's dark, except for Miles's
station.  He's wearing headphones and
working on his computer.  

ON MONITORS:  

44 INT. SOHO LOFT - MORNING 

JB is asleep, an empty bottle of bourbon beside the bed. 
His eyelids are twitching, fluttering - he's dreaming. 

ON STAGE: Miles hears a NOISE.  He
takes his headphones off.  

MILES
Anybody there?  

He accidentally pulls out his headphone
jack.  We hear DARK, EDGY MUSIC. 
Miles bangs his guitar trying to plug the
headphones back in.  A DISSONANT
CHORD RINGS OUT.  

45 INT. SOHO LOFT - MOMENTS LATER

JB jerks awake as if jolted by an electric shock.      

Miles manages to shut down his rig just as
Trent enters.  Trent eyeballs Miles then up
at JB who is wiping sleep out of his eyes.  

TRENT
What are you doing? 

MILES
Nothing.  Just working on some ideas.  

The rest of the band enters the studio,
coffees in hand. 

MILES (CONT'D)
So, where were we? 
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TABATHA
"First Date" in C-major. 

MILES
(French accent)

Ah, but of course.  When ze the love
was still pure.

Tabatha rolls her eyes.  The band begins
playing a WALTZY LOVE THEME.

ON MONITORS:  

46 EXT. APARTMENT - HOLLYWOOD

JB and Ella arrive at a modest duplex.    

ELLA
Thanks for the noodles.  

JB
Thanks for the ice cream.  You're
right, orange sherbet and chocolate 
makes an "interesting" combination.  

ELLA
That was brave of you to just go for
it without asking for a sample.  

JB
I like living on the edge.  

Another uncomfortable silence.  

ELLA
I had a really nice time.  

JB
Me too.  

Ella wipes a bit of napkin from JB's chin. They move closer.  

ELLA
Cue swelling romantic music.  

JB leans in and kisses her. 

ON STAGE: The song comes to an end. 
Tabatha smiles to herself.  Trent notices,
not happy.  Miles smiles slyly.  Suddenly
we hear the VOICE of KLAUS barking
through a phone.  
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ON MONITORS: 

47 INT. SOHO LOFT - LATER

JB's sculpture is barely started.  It's mostly a bunch of
found objects and scraps assembled on the floor.  JB,
holding his cell phone in hand, jerks out of the memory.  

JB
Hello?

KLAUS (V.O.)
Mein Gott!  Did you hear what I just
said?

JB
Sorry.  What-?

KLAUS (V.O.)
Wake up, Johnny!  I want you to meet
some friends of mine.  So take a bath,
have a Xanex, whatever you need to do. 
Annex Gallery, 10 o'clock.  Okay?  Can
you make that?

JB
Yeah.  I'll be there.  

KLAUS (V.O.)
Good.  I'll see you tonight.  Wear
something nice. 

ON STAGE: The band watches the
monitors.   

ON MONITORS:  We see images of SoHO, galleries, artists
showing their work, nicely dressed people fawning over
it....

48 INT. NYC TRENDY GALLERY LOUNGE - NIGHT

JB is introduced to a number of people by Klaus.  Klaus
slips away leaving JB to fend for himself.  He's virtually
smothered by fake smiles, empty handshakes and vapid
questions about his work.  It's all a bit much.  

ON STAGE: Tabatha nods to the band. 

TABATHA
Alright, let's go. 

They begin playing.  
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ON MONITORS: 

49 INT. NYC TRENDY GALLERY LOUNGE - NIGHT 

JB goes into another trance.  The sounds in the lounge begin
to muffle.  The room begins to twist and turn - finally
morphing into:

ON STAGE:  The song is obviously
sparking some memories for both Tabatha
and Miles.  

THIS WILL BECOME MORE AND MORE
APPARENT AS THE SHOW PROGRESSES -
THESE SONGS WERE WRITTEN BY AND
FOR EACH OTHER AND THE
MYSTERIOUS PARALLEL BETWEEN THEIR
RELATIONSHIP AND THE MOVIE
ROMANCE SHOULD BECOME MORE
AND MORE PALPABLE.  

FLASHBACK:

MONTAGE: JB and ELLA doing the things young couples in love
do in those first magical weeks of romance... 
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50 EXT. ROOFTOP - EVENING

JB and Ella lay against some pillows looking out at the
sunset.  An empty pizza box lies nearby. 

ELLA
We met exactly thirty days ago.  You
know what that means?    

JB
No refunds, no exchanges?  

She laughs.  They kiss.  JB holds up his wine glass. 

JB (CONT'D)
Here's to the future.  

ELLA
May all our dreams come true, no
matter how grand...or unimpressive.  

They clink glasses. 

The song ends.  

ON MONITORS:  One by one the monitors cut to:

BACK TO PRESENT

51 EXT. NYC STREET - NIGHT

JB sits on a bench smoking.  Klaus approaches, not happy.  

JB
What happened?  

KLAUS
What is it?  Tell me.  Junk?  Pills? 
What?  Just let me help you.  

JB is still in a daze.  

JB
She wanted to be a ballet dancer. 

KLAUS
What are you talking about?   

JB
(to himself)

Not everybody strikes gold.

Klaus clues in.  
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KLAUS
Oh God.  How did I not see this
coming?  Johnny, honey, listen to me. 
Don't do this to yourself.  Look
around you.  Look where you are.  You
miss Ella?  Let me tell you something. 
She made her choice.  Okay?  And so
did you.  And if she loved you she'd
be here.  

Klaus sighs and sits down next to JB.  Klaus completely
drops the German accent.  We see the real Klaus.   

KLAUS (CONT'D)
You have 48 hours, my friend.  And let
me assure, I have fifteen other
artists who could fill three galleries
in an instant.  You're not so special.
But she picked you.  So buck up.  

(back to accent)
Verstehst du das?  Now, I'm going to
back in there to clean up your mess.  

Klaus walks back into the bar.  JB opens his phone and
slides to a photo of Ella and him.  Written across:  

Let's go to the moon together!  I love you,  Ella

ON STAGE: Miles takes off his guitar
whistles "Thanks for the memories..."
Tabatha is still watching the monitors.

TABATHA
We got him.  

MILES
The power of music.  Never fails. 

TABATHA
He'll be on the next plane back to
L.A.  Just wait. 

MILES
How optimistic of you.  

TRENT
I need a smoke.  Anybody need a smoke?    

TABATHA
Go for it.  Let's take a break.     
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Miles winks at Trent as he heads out of the
studio.  Trent's obviously not digging
Miles's little manipulation game.  

STAGE LIGHTS and MONITORS FADE DOWN
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                              ACT 1

                                 SCENE 7

ON STAGE: The band is strapping on
instruments, sipping coffee.  Trent eyes
Miles.  Miles's wearing an item of clothing
very similar to what Klaus was wearing
earlier.  Coincidence?  

MILES
Alright, let's see how our hero is
feeling today.  

(to booth)
Jerry, cue up all monitors, please.  

The monitors crackle to life.  

ON MONITORS: 

52 INT. DUMPY APARTMENT - MORNING

JB slaves away on his sculpture.  It's coming to life.  

ON STAGE:  

TABATHA
Unbelievable.  

Miles smiles.  Trent notices.  

ON MONITORS: 

53 INT. DUMPY APARTMENT - MORNING

JB's cell rings.  He answers.  

KLAUS (V.O.)
How we looking?  

JB
Back on track.   

KLAUS (V.O.)
Wonderful.  

JB
Sorry about last night.  

(MORE)
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JB (CONT'D)
I let her back into my head.  But I'm
good now.  I'm over it.  My future's
here in New York.  

KLAUS
That's the Johnny boy I know.  I gotta
run.  I'll see ya in a few.  

JB hangs up and keeps working.  

ON STAGE: Tabatha studies JB.  

TABATHA
Something's off here.      

TRENT
What?  

TABATHA
I don't know. 

Miles is nonchalantly polishing his guitar.  

TRENT
Maybe someone's interfering.  

Everyone looks over at Trent.  

TRENT (CONT'D)
Maybe at night after we've gone home.  

Trent is saying all of this to MILES.  

MILES
Oops?  Did I not mention that? 

TABATHA
You're kidding me.  How long? 

MILES
Uh..since it became obvious our stuff
was on a one-way train to nowhere?  

MOONY
I don't get it.  What's going on?  

TRENT
He's been laying down his own stuff at
night.  

TABATHA
Why?   
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MILES
You really have to ask? 

TRENT
Is this because nobody liked your
concept album idea?  We talked about
this, man.  This isn't a one man show
anymore, we know how to write songs
too. 

MILES
Yeah that's worked out.    

TABATHA
You selfish bastard.  We were one
scene away from finishing the movie. 
You seriously couldn't just hang in
there for one more song.  

MILES
I gave it a fair shake, believe me.  

TABATHA
Please.  You've never given anything a
fair shake unless it was your idea.   

MILES
I thought we weren't going to make
this about me?  

TABATHA
That's the point.  It's not about you. 
We're a band in case you forgot.  That
movie could have kept the lights on in
here.  Or is money for that just going
to magically fall from the sky?  

MILES
You want to compromise everything we
been working towards for years go for
it.  Just don't expect me to help.  

TABATHA
That's right.  You're the only real
artist, here.   

MILES
No, Tabatha, I just respect our music
too much to sell it out to some
Hollywood hack for a quick buck. 
Music first, no compromise, remember
that?  Whose the one who couldn't hang
in there for one more song?    
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TABATHA
You made that impossible.         

TRENT
Look man, if you wanna go solo, go
solo but don't sabotage us.   

MILES
Maybe you should listen to what I laid
down before we start calling it
sabotage.  

TRENT
Then just play it instead of sneaking
around in the dark.  Let us decide.  

MILES
I got a better idea.  

Miles nods to JB on the monitors. 

MILES (CONT'D)
Let's let him decide.  

TABATHA
This isn't a game. 

MILES
Life is a game.  You wanna get our
hero back to the bubble gum ending,
you better step yours up.  

TABATHA
Is that a challenge? 

MILES
What do you think? 

TABATHA
You're on.  

STUDIO LIGHTS AND MONITORS FADE 

                                  ACT 1 SCENE 8                          

ON MONITORS: 

54 EXT. NEW YORK CITY STREET - LATER

JB yawns.  Klaus walks out of a deli holding two coffess. 
He hands one to JB.  Klaus chatters away on his phone. 
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KLAUS
(on phone)

... Yes... Absolutely... Wundebar!... 
Of course... okay... okay... tchuss! 

Hangs up.  

KLAUS (CONT'D)
(to JB)

So. That was your girlfriend, Georgia.
She says she's still waiting for
photos?  May I help in any way?

JB
I got it.  Just relax.  Okay?

KLAUS
You want me to relax.  My dear, I'm up
at 5 every morning.  I do Reyki, Yoga,
Pilates and Alexander.  I could not be
more relaxed.  I just want you to be
happy.  Happy man, happy hands...happy
hands, beautiful sculpture.  No? 
Come, I want to show you something. 
Have you ever eaten lion?  

Moony counts them down.  It's a lively,
feel good groove. 
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ON MONITORS: 

MONTAGE: Klaus introuced JB to a young, sexy photographer -
TRACI.  She whisks JB away for a playful photo shoot.  She
gets him to loosen up, have fun, enjoy himself.  They end up
having lunch, chatting the day away.     

55 EXT.  CENTRAL PARK - LATER - DAY

JB and Traci sit on a bench.  Traci talks but JB begins
dipping into another trance.    

ON STAGE: Miles's song winds down. 
Tabatha begins playing pretty acoustic
ballad - clearly directing the sentiments
towards Miles.  

ON MONITORS: JB is sucked into another flashback.

FLASHBACK

56 INT. APARTMENT - MORNING

JB wakes Ella up with breakfast in bed.  He's all energy and
smiles.  

JB
Guess what today is?  

ELLA
What?  

JB
Mc'Funday.    

ELLA
Mc'Funday?  

JB
It's an ancient Celtic custom.  

ELLA
I didn't know you were Irish.      
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JB
According to custom we have to
completely abandon the normal routine,
no work, no boring regular stuff.
Today is for having fun.    

ELLA
Babe, that's so sweet but we're having
a staff meeting this morning, Ken has
some...

JB
Ken Schmen.  Come on, let's play
hooky. 

ELLA
That's easy for you to - 

JB tickles Ella into submission.  

ON MONITORS:  We seem images of JB back when life was
easier, more optimistic, less heavy.  He smiles a lot, has
so much energy for the future, for life.   
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57 EXT. OBSERVATORY - LATER

Ella and JB stare out at the view of Los Angeles from
Grifith Park observatory.  

ON STAGE:

Tabatha brings the song to a close.  The
song couldn't have been more written
about Miles.  She smiles sadly at Miles as
if to say "remember?"  

BACK TO PRESENT

58 EXT. UPPER EAST SIDE STREET - EVENING

JB and Traci arrive back at her apartment. 

TRACI
You did very well today.  I think New
York likes you.  

JB
(distracted)

Thanks.  

TRACI
It must have been difficult.  

JB
What? 

TRACI
Leaving that life behind.  

JB nods.  She tenderly touches his cheek.  Her voice becomes
DREAMY and ECHOED...

TRACI (CONT'D)
Everything will be beautiful again. 

JB
(snapping out of it)

What?  

TRACI
I said are you sure you're okay?   

JB
Sorry, I'm fine..

TRACI
Bit of advice?  
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JB
Sure.  

TRACI
Forget about her, whoever she is. 
This town eat artists for lunch, babe. 
You want to stick around you can't be
distracted by the past.  Take it from
me.  Work you ass off, shake the right
hands, don't be afraid to step over
people in your way, and you just might
have a shot.  

She kisses him on the cheek.  

TRACI (CONT'D)
Welcome to the city of dreams.  

She heads towards her apartment.

JB
Traci.  

Traci turns around.  

JB (CONT'D)
Are you happy?  

This catches her off guard.  She takes a moment. 

TRACI
Would it matter if I wasn't?   

JB
No choice, huh?  

TRACI
NO choice.    

She smiles compassionately and walks off.  

ON STAGE: Miles smiles.  Nods at Moony
who counts them down into a dark,
acoustic instrumental opening...

ON MONITORS:  Footage of JB walking NYC streets mixes with images of:

FLASHBACK: 

59 EXT. STREET - DAY

Ella and JB walk along.  She leans her head into him. 
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ELLA
I hope this doesn't sound rude.

JB
What? 

ELLA
Do you have any other source of
income?

JB
(chuckling)

No. 

ELLA
Have you considered any kind of a
backup plan, you know just in case.

JB
In case of what?  You sound like my
parents.  

ELLA
I just mean your grant money's going
to run out at some point, right?  

JB
My career will take off way before
then.     

ELLA
And what if that doesn't happen? 

JB
It'll happen, don't worry.  

Ella forces a smile.   

ELLA
Okay. 
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FLASHBACK: 

60 INT. ART STUDIO - NIGHT

JB slaves away on a piece.  He can't concentrate.  He tries
Ella's cell.  

61 INT. CAFE BAR - NIGHT

Ella laughs and drinks cocktails with a friend.  She notices
her cell ringing but doesn't answer.  She's getting a lot of
attention from BRET, a NICElY DRESSED GUY at the bar. 

62 INT.  APARTMENT - NIGHT   (YET TO BE SHOT)

Ella sneaks in.  JB sits in the dark waiting.  He gets up,
launches an all out verbal attack.  Ella stands up to him.  

BACK TO PRESENT

63 EXT. NYC STREET - NIGHT

JB comes to a stop, lost in thought.  He gets a text.  

Traci: What are you doing?  

JB: Not much.  

Traci: I'm with some friends, come join us for a drink?   

JB looks out at the East river.  

ON STAGE: 

Tabatha begins a soft, acoustic opening. 
Trent begins playing along with her.
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64 EXT. NYC STREET - NIGHT

JB continues walking along the river.  

ON MONITORS: 

FLASHBACK

65 INT. APARTMENT - NIGHT

JB is slumped in a chair.  Ella puts a plate of homemade
cookies down in front of him.  

ELLA
It's not you.  You're an amazing
artist.  

JB
Amazing artists don't get turned down
by five galleries in a row - 

Ella puts her finger to his lips, rubs his shoulders, offers
him a cookie.  He takes a bite.  She kisses him.   

ELLA
I got and idea.  Tomorrow we'll pack a
lunch and go see the Duchamp. 
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JB
First of all it's 

(french accent)
Duchamp.  Marcel Duchamp.  And
secondly, you better start baking your
own cookies.  

Ella smiles and leans her head on him.    

66 EXT. L.A. CITY PARK - DAY

JB and Ella sit in front of a large sculpture by the "Father
of Modern Art" Marcel Duchamp.  JB's spirits are lifted, he
talks excitedly about art.  Ella smiles listening.

DISSOLVE TO:

BACK TO PRESENT

67 EXT. NYC STREET - NIGHT

JB doesn't answer the text.  He pockets his phone and
continues walking the streets.  

ON STAGE: Tabatha ends the song, takes
a sip of water nonchalantly.  Miles smirks. 

MILES
How soon we forget the flip-side.  

Miles leads the band into a new song, a
dark edgy number.  

ON MONITORS: Another flashback...

FLASHBACK: 

68 EXT. STREET - DAY 

Ella and JB are in the middle of an argument.       

ELLA
People work, JB.  People find jobs and
they work.  They don't hang onto a
ridiculous fantasy that some windfall
of cash is gonna miraculously drop
from the sky.

JB
Ridiculous fantasy?  That's what
you're calling this now?   
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ELLA
You know what I mean.  

JB
No I don't know what you mean.  Why
don't you spell it out.  

ELLA
It means that maybe you need to face
the very real possibility that you're
never going to have a flat in SoHo or
in Paris or wear turtle necks or
travel the world with your entourage
in tow.  It means maybe you're not
better than the rest of us who have to
settle for a regular life and work
regular jobs. It means you maybe
should've taken a few of those
commissions you thought were below
you.    

JB
You don't understand what's it like
being an artist.  I didn't take those
commissions because the shit they
wanted I didn't want to do and I'm not
gonna spend my life doing shit I hate. 
I'd rather starve.   

ELLA
Do you hear yourself?  I want things
too.  There's things I want, JB, do
you even know that?  I get up every
morning and make sacrifices so that
you can do this, do you ever think
about that?  

JB
If you want something go get it.  

ELLA
You're not going to change, are you?

JB
Not into what you want me to be.  So
let me ask you Ella.  Who's living in
the fantasy world here?

ELLA
Me.  

She walks off.  JB walks off the other way.  

BACK TO PRESENT
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69 INT. SUBWAY - NIGHT

JB rides the subway lost in thought...

70 INT. BAR - NIGHT    (YET TO BE SHOT)

Traci introduces JB to her hip, artist friends.  JB settles
in, begins to relax, enjoy himself in this new life.  Lines
of blow are being passed around.  Traci winks at him as if
to say "Welcome to your new life."  

71 EXT. NYC APARTMENT - NIGHT       (YET TO BE SHOT)

Traci and JB burst through the door to her apartment.   

72 INT. NYC APARTMENT - NIGHT       (YET TO BE SHOT)

JB and Traci have sex all over the apartment.  More wine. 
Lines of blow.  Total debauchery.  

73 INT. NYC APARTMENT - NIGHT

JB wakes up in Traci's bed.  She's gone.  He wanders around
the house, finds a note on the counter by two empty wine
glasses:

New York definitely likes you.  So do I!
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JB walks to a window, stares outside.  

ON STAGE: Miles brings the song to a
close.   Tabatha leans into the mic.  

TABATHA
"I Had a Dream."   

This gets Miles's attention.  Wolfgang
begins playing a hauntingly beautiful
haungting CATHEDRAL ORGAN INTRO.  

ON MONITORS: 

FLASHBACK:

74 INT. BEDROOM - NIGHT - MONTHS LATER

JB and Ella lie there in the dark.  

ELLA
Our rent is late.   

JB
Hang in there babe.  We're almost
there I can feel it.  Klaus has a few
leads, they sound really promising.  

Ella smiles.    

ELLA
I can ask Ken for more hours, maybe
pick up a weekend shift.  

JB
You don't have to - 

ELLA
I want to.  I want this to work.  I
believe in you...in us.  

JB kisses her.  

JB
This will all be worth it some day.  I
promise.    
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75 INT. APARTMENT - NIGHT

We pull back from a circled day on a calendar - 

"FOUR YEAR ANNIVERSAY!!" 

Ella sits at the table wearing a beautiful dress, drinking
wine and starting at an empty place setting for JB...

76 INT. ART STUDIO - NIGHT

JB slaves away at a sculpture, oblivious to his paint
smeared cell phone vibrating a few feet away. 

77 INT. APARTMENT - NIGHT

The candles have burned down.  Ella sits at the table,
alone, eyes red, staring out into the rainy night. 

BACK TO PRESENT

78 EXT. UPPER EAST SIDE APARTMENT - MORNING

JB exits Georgia's apartment and heads down the street. JB
looks across the street.  There's an old church.  

79 INT. CHURCH - MORNING

JB walks in.  The church is empty.  He sits down in a pew,
takes a moment then looks up.     

JB
This is all your doing isn't it?  I'm
not losing my mind here, right?  
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Silence.  

JB (CONT'D)
What am I supposed to do just throw it
all away?  What's the point of that?   

JB leans forward, lowers his voice.   

JB (CONT'D)
Look you gotta help me out here
because I'm running out of time and I
don't know what to do.  

ON STAGE: Tabatha leans into the mic...  

ON MONITORS: Again, we see the images from a variety of angles - some
monitors and TVs showing the past, some the present...

FLASHBACK: 

80 INT. APARTMENT - NIGHT

Ella is asleep on the couch, the video of her and JB several
years back is playing.  JB quietly watches for a second then
pushes stop.  

ELLA
You're home.  

JB
I'm sorry.  Things just got - 

ELLA
You don't have to explain.  

JB
Klaus called.  I didn't get the show. 
He said he tried.  There's just too
many artists, not enough spaces.  We
should've moved to New York when we
had the chance.  This is so pathetic.  

ELLA
Sweetheart, has it ever occurred to
you that maybe you you're looking at
this the wrong way?  

JB
What do you mean?    
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ELLA
Maybe this is good, maybe this road
isn't the best path for you.  Maybe
there's a reason why you haven't
become some big success story.  

JB
If the Big Man wanted me to work at a
Chevron station he wouldn't have given
me this talent.  

ELLA
That's not what I'm saying.  I'm not
saying to give up.  I'm saying that
maybe you need to look at this
differently, from a different
perspective.  Maybe you'll see
something you never saw before but was
there all along.    

JB
Like what? 

ELLA
I don't know.  Maybe a way to use your
gift for a real purpose, so what you
create can bring some good into the
world instead of just ending up on
some millionaire's wall.  I'm not
sure, all I know is that if you keep
barelling down this road you'll never
find out.  

JB looks away.  

ELLA (CONT'D)
You're chasing the elusive carrot,
sweetheart.  If or when you finally
catch it you might realize it wasn't
even worth chasing.  And by that time
it might be too late to change things. 
To go back.  Then what?  

FLASHBACK:
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81 EXT. ROOFTOP - DAWN   (YET TO BE SHOT)

Soft, purple light is just beginning to illuminate the
morning.  Melted candles surround JB and Ella.  A few
candles still flicker.  Ella is asleep.  JB is sitting up
staring down at her.  She looks beautiful, angelic almost. 
JB looks out at the awakening city...

BACK TO PRESENT

82 INT. CHURCH - MORNING

JB looks up, waiting, as if for an answer.  He finally gets
up and quietly exits the church.  

ON STAGE:  Miles looks lost in thought. 
The game is taking its toll.  Trent takes his
guitar off. 

TRENT
We're going in circles.  

Tabatha looks at Miles, she's got him just
where she wants him, maybe.  

TABATHA
(to Miles)

What do you wanna do?    

For a moment it looks like Miles might
cave.  But he shakes it off. 

MILES
Let's keep going. 

TABATHA
You're amazing. 

MILES
I appreciate the nostalgia trip.  But
we both know that's all it was. 
Right?
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Tabatha doesn't respond. 

MILES (CONT'D)
That's what I thought.  

ON MONITORS: JB walks the streets of NYC in a daze. 

TRENT
This could go on forever.  We're gonna
put the guy in the loony bin. 

MILES
I got an idea.  

TABATHA
Why don't I like the sound of that?  

MILES
Trust me.  

STUDIO LIGHTS AND MONITORS FADE DOWN 
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                                         ACT 2

                                               SCENE 1

ON MONITORS: 

83 INT. SOHO LOFT - NIGHT

JB stares at his sculpture for a moment, can't concentrate,
can't work, can't sleep.  His sculpture appears to be
nothing but madness, chaos.  He pounds the last of a bottle
of whiskey, lights a smoke and walks to the window.      

ON STAGE: Tabatha leads them into a
song....

ON MONITORS:  

We seem images of crowds of people walking the streets of
NYC like zombies, all in their own heads, on cell phones, no
interaction - like a flock of sheep wandering aimlessly...

84 INT. SOHO LOFT - NIGHT

JB finally collapses on the bed.  

JB's eyes slowly close...
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ON STAGE: 

They all watch JB.  He begins to breath
heavy, and finally begins snoring.  Miles
nods to Moony.

MILES
Let's go.  

Moony counts them down into a wild,
surreal instrumental intro.  

THE STAGE TRANSFORMS, THE
LIGHTING, IMAGES ALL TAKE ON A
DRASTICALLY MORE SURREAL AND
DREAMY ATMOSPHERE.  

ON SOME TVs and MONITORS we see dreamy, psychedelic imagery.  On
other MONITORS we see POSSIBLE FUTURES for JB. 

A few screens will continue to monitor JB sleeping. 

THIS WILL BE THE PATTERN FOR THE REST OF THE DREAM SEQUENCE.

EACH SONG WILL BE AN ATTEMPT BY EITHER MILES OR TABATHA TO
REMIND THE OTHER OF THE REALITY OF THE PAST OR  A POSSIBLE
POSITIVE OR NEGATIVES OF POSSIBLE FUTURES.  

JB'S SUBCONSCIOUS IS THE BATTLEGROUND.... 
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ON STAGE: Tabatha leads them into the
next dreamy song.  

ON SOME MONITORS:  We see images of CRAZED FANS, CELEBRITIES,
PAPARAZZI, TABLOIDS, RED CARPETS - the dark side of celebrity and fame. 

ON OTHER MONITORS: Surreal images of the circus - CLOWNS, BEARDED
WOMEN, FREAKS, FLAME BREATHERS, RINGMASTERS..
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MONTAGE OF JB'S NEW LIFE OF FAME OF FORTUNE - THE DARK SIDE! 

85 EXT. BEVERLY HILLS - DAY

JB, flanked by two women, tries to avoid paparazzi.   

86 EXT. BEVERLY HILLS - DAY     (YET TO BE SHOT)

- JB picks up tabloid, sees a gross looking (obviously photo-
shopped) photo of him.  "JB headed to rehab!  Marriage on
the brink!" 

ON STAGE: Miles, not to be outdone,
fires back with the a more appetizing
future...

ON SOME MONITORS: We see bizarre, dreamlike images and colors.  

ON OTHER MONITORS...JB enjoying a life of luxury, women, respect,
money, red carpets, Larry King, Charlie Rose...
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ON STAGE: TABATHA tries a different
angle. 

TABATHA
Here's a little ditty about a cat
named Cassandra.  

ON MONITORS: 

87 INT. HOUSE - NIGHT

Ella reads a bedtime story to their toddler - a book called
CASSANDRA THE LONELY CAT.  JB stands in the doorway watching
them, a warm smile on his face.  

ON OTHER MONITORS: An ANIMATED FELINE TALE unfolds.  The lyrics
might as well substitute JB or Miles for Cassandra...  
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ON MONITORS: We see more images of JB, Ella and their
children - enjoying a happy, loving family life. 

ON STAGE: Miles nods as if to say "Nice
try" then leads them into a dreamy
electronic tune.   

ON MONITORS:  We see the schmaltzy, overly romanticized idea
of the perfect love life - sunsets on the beach, fine
dining, roses - everything women want and somehow feel will
last forever.  But the reality is usually a bit more
sobering... 

88 INT.  CRAPPY APARTMENT - NIGHT

JB sits in a Lazy Boy wearing a gas station uniform and
drinking a cheap beer.  A baby screams in the background. 
Ella walks in, overweight, hair in curlers. 

ELLA
The pipe under the kitchen sink is
leaking again.  There's water all over
the floor.  

JB
Call a frickin' plumber then.  
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ELLA
We can't afford a frickin' plumber. 
Why don't you get off your lazy ass
and fix it.  

89 INT. GARAGE - NIGHT   (YET TO BE SHOT)

JB walks in and grabs a wrench.  He notices a sculpting
tool, picks it up.  He looks over at all his dust covered
art supplies crammed into the far corner of the garage.  He
puts the sculpting tool down and walks out. 

ON STAGE: Tabatha fires back with a
hard rock number - aggressively aimed at
Miles.  

ON MONITORS:  We see images of Ella alone, JB slaving away
at his work for the umpteenth hour, Ella meeting the nicely
dressed Man in the bar - someone who actually pays attention
to her. 

ON STAGE:  Tabatha really lets Miles
have it during the next song, as if letting
all her pent up anger at Miles out finally.  

ON OTHER MONITORS: Quick dreamy flashes of a possible future for Ella...
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90 EXT. COURTHOUSE GARDEN - DAY

Ella and her new husband, BRET, kiss, run through a hail of
rice.  

ON STAGE:  Miles doesn't bother offering
a retort.  To everyone's surprise he sits
down on a couch and cracks a beer.  As if
to strike while the iron's hot Tabatha nods
to Guitaro who launches them into the
hardest, darkest song yet. 

ON MONITORS: A wild, nightmarish MUSIC VIDEO of a young
rebel-rouser reeking havoc, revolting against the system. 
It's like Rebel without a Cause meets The Warriors.  
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FLASH FORWARD: 

91 INT. SOHO LOFT - NIGHT

The place is dark, thrashed.  Empty bottles and garbage
everywhere.  The only light comes from a TV in the center of
the massive room showing nothing but flickering static.  

A Lazy Boy is parked in front of the TV.  JB is slumped in
it - eyes fixed on the screen - skin deathly pale - empty
bottle in his hand - cigarette burned down to the filter. 
He looks years older, every ounce of life sucked dry.  It's
hard to tell if he's even alive...

ON STAGE:  It's an amazing, intimidating
performance.  The final note echoes like a
gong through the studio. 

Miles is sitting on the couch with his guitar
chugging another beer - THE NEARLY
IDENTICAL IMAGE OF JB ON THE
MOVIE SCREENS JUXTAPOSED WITH
MILES ON THE COUCH IS ALMOST
CREEPY.  MIGHT AS WELL BE THE SAME
CHARACTER AT THIS POINT.  

All eyes on Miles.

Miles stares up at the train wreck that has
become JB's existence, down at the beer
bottle in one one hand, guitar in the other,
then over at Tabatha.  She wipes away a
tear.  The storm of emotion has taken its
toll.  
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Suddenly it all comes crashing down on
Miles.  All those years he tried to convince
himself he truly loved Tabatha, cared
about her happiness but it's painfully clear
now that all he cared about was himself
and his precious music.  

Miles gets up, drops the beer in a trash
can and sets his guitar on a stand.  He
does this slowly, methodically.  

GUITARO
You okay, mate?  

No response. Trent chuckles, smells victory
in the air.  Miles walks over and sits down
at the piano.  All eyes on him.  

MILES
Roll scene 88 would you Jerry?  But
mute the music track.  I wanna try
something a little different this time
if nobody minds.  

Everyone is too stunned to say anything.  

JERRY (O.S.)
Stand by...

ON MONITORS: 

FLASHBACK to a moment of pure, reckless innocence - not a
care in the world as to what lies ahead.  

Miles begins a slow, soulful ballad.   

92 INT. BEDROOM - NIGHT

A young, sweaty Ella and JB lie in bed after making love. 

ELLA
Promise me you'll always love me.  

JB
I promise.  

Ella smiles, a tear drops onto the pillow.  JB wipes her
eye.  He moves back, staring at her.  
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ELLA
What?  Tell me.  

JB
I just want to remember this moment,
this moment for the rest of my life.   

It doesn't take long to figure out the song
is a love letter apology to Tabatha.  

ON STAGE: You could cut the emotional
tension with a knife.  Miles has obviously
waved the white flag.  Tabatha walks over,
touches his face and kisses his cheek.  

It's a very touching moment.  Even Trent
buys it - two old flames' lost love rekindled
briefly, for one flickering moment until....

TABATHA
(to band)

Alright, let's finish this.  
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True to form - the music comes first.  For
the first time we see them for who they
really are - just two old-school rockers,
driven by a passion for musical perfection
neither of them can deny.  And for rock
purists like Tabatha and Miles - it's better
than sex.   

ON some MONITORS and TVs: A storm is brewing.  Lighting flashes and
waves surge.  A MUSIC VIDEO tells the tale of a sailor leaving everything
behind for adventure on the high seas.  On other monitors we see JB still
sleeping, dreaming flashes of the past, the future....  
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The song ends hard and heavy.  

ON MONITORS:  All MONITORS and TVs go COMPLETELY BLACK.  Slowly
the empty space is filled by stars, galaxies, nebulas. Off in the distance we
see a pinpoint of light slowly approaching - an astronaut drifting.  

Some monitors will have B/W images of JB with NASA
information running along the bottom - as if JB's activity
is being monitored from Mission Control...

The band launches into a BEAUTIFUL,
PSYCHEDELIC ROCK SONG.  It's a
journey in and of itself, broken into
different parts, different moods...
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ON MONITORS:  Some MONITORS and TVs are showing:

POSSIBLE FUTURE IMAGES: This time we see a completely NEW
POSSIBLE FUTURE, nothing like any we've seen before.  It's
if everything that has happened was only a means to get us
to this brand new possible reality for JB and Ella...

93 EXT. COURTHOUSE GARDEN - DAY

JB and Ella are getting married.  They run through a hail of
rice and slow dance - identical to images we saw previously
with Ella's "alternate future husband" but now with JB.  The
happy ending appears to be being restored...

The images begin to blur by, faster and more dreamyily... 

ON STAGE: Finally it comes to an end. 
The band stops playing, exhausted.  Both
bands stare at the monitors, the smell of
victory hanging thick in the air.  

94 INT. SOHO LOFT - MORNING

JB's eyes open.  He quickly gets out of bed and heads to his
sculpture.  He grabs paints, clays, glues, wire and begins
working on in a frenzy, a man on a mission.  

ON STAGE: They all stare dumfounded at
the monitors.  It's over.  

MILES
Sorry, guys.  This is all my fault.  

Tabatha sadly smiles at Miles.  Guitaro
slaps him on the back.  

GUITARO
Not every story can end rosy, mate. 

MILES
This one should have.  

Miles picks up his case and begins to walk
out of the studio.  

ON MONITORS:

95 INT. SOHO LOFT - MORNING

JB's in a flurry, like he now knows exactly what he wants
the sculpture to be.   
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The various MONITORS and TVs go haywire - projecting a
barrage of images from JB's life.  The HUGE MOVIE SCREEN
erupts with an ethereal display of intense imagery. 

ON STAGE: Everyone looks back up at
the monitors.  THE IMAGERY and
SOUNDS GROW STRONGER, FASTER,
LOUDER UNTIL FINALLY... 

IT ALL STOPS.  

ON MONITORS and TVs:

96 INT. SOHO LOFT - MORNING

JB stares at the sculpture, out of breath.  It's a monstrous
collage, a cornucopia of found objects, colors and shapes. 
From our angle it doesn't appear to have any rhyme or
reason.  JB drops his sculpting tool and exits the gallery.   

DISSOLVE TO:

97 INT. LIMOUSINE - NIGHT

JB rides along in the back with Klaus.  They wear tuxedos. 
Klaus chatters away on his phone, excited. 

KLAUS
(on phone)

Oui, oui...C'est Bon, c'est
parfait...Okay.  Ciao! 

Hangs up.

KLAUS (CONT'D)
(to JB)

So that was Walter Sinclair who owns
The Tower on 50th, among others, and
his wife, who loves young attractive
artists, and who loves to shop...Oh my
God.  You know, if he were only to buy -  

JB
Stop the car.  

JB wraps on the driver's window.  

JB (CONT'D)
Stop the car.  Hey!  Pull over! 

KLAUS
Whoa.  What are you doing?  
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JB
Stop the damn car!    

KLAUS
Johnny.    

JB
I don't belong here.  

KLAUS
Johnny. 

(to driver)
It's okay.  We're fine.  

JB
Let me out.  

KLAUS
Just calm down.  

JB
I am.  I've never been more calm.  I
know exactly what I'm doing.    

The limo pulls over.  JB opens the door.  

KLAUS
Johnny please.  Don't do this to me. 
Do you know how much this limo cost!? 

JB smiles. 

JB
No matter how grand or unimpressive.

KLAUS
Okay.  Fine!  Be the reclusive hermit. 
I can sell that.  It's fine.  I'll
call you later.     

JB
It's over, Klaus.  Tell Georgia good-
bye. 

KLAUS
I'll talk to you later, Johnny. 
Everything's going to be beautiful.

JB
Bye, Klaus.

JB closes the door and waves down a taxi.  
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ON STAGE:  The band, who had been
unplugging their instruments and packing
up, have all stopped and are staring at the
monitors.  What is this?  

98 INT. TAXI - MOMENTS LATER   (YET TO BE SHOT)

JB jumps in.  

JB
JFK.  Step on it, please.    

The taxi speeds into traffic.  JB looks out the window.  A
smile sneaks across his face.  

99 INT. APARTMENT - LATER   (YET TO BE SHOT)

JB walks in.  All of Ella's stuff is moved out.  He notices
a calendar on the wall.  A date is circled - it's today's. 
Written in Ella's handwriting:  

Our 5th anniversary!

JB looks at his watch and rushes out of the apartment.  

100 EXT. STREET - EVENING

JB tries to hail a cab but it speeds by.  He begins to run.  

ON STAGE:  Miles straps on his guitar. 
The band plugs in and waits for his cue.  

MILES
 Count us down, Moony. 

Moony counts them down into a beautiful
ballad.  
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101 EXT.  STREET - EVENING

JB continues running. 

102 EXT. ROOFTOP - LATER

JB pushes open a door, the rooftop is empty.  He slowly
walks to the ledge and looks out over the city.  

Behind him a FIGURE appears.  It's ELLA.  JB senses her and
turns.  For a moment neither of them says a word.  Ella
slowly approaches JB. 

ELLA
I knew you would come back.  I don't
know how but I knew. 

JB
I don't have all the answers Ella.  I
don't what my purpose is or what the
Big Man wants me to do with my life. 
All I know is that I had to come back. 
That whatever meaning there is to be
found in this life I want to find it
with you.  

ELLA
No matter how grand or unimpressive?  

JB
No matter how grand or unimpressive. 

(reaches into pocket)
This is something I should've done a
long time ago.    

JB gets down on one knee and holds out a ring, something he
obviously gave the ol' artist treatment to. 

JB (CONT'D)
Will you make my life matter? 

ELLA
(through tears)

Yeah.

JB
Will you go to the moon with me?    

ELLA
You bet I will.  

They kiss.  JB hugs her.  Ella presses her face into JB's
chest, eyes welled up with tears.  
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JB
Okay Babs.  One last question.  

ELLA
Fire away.   

JB
Where do you see yourself in five
years.  Wait, let's make that ten
years.  

ELLA
Ten years?  Why not make it twenty?  

JB
Uh oh.  It's about to get real.  

ELLA
How about we just take it one day at a
time.  Deal? 

JB
Done.  

They kiss again.  

ON MONITORS: Several monitors and TVs take us back to NYC. 

103 INT. ART GALLERY - NIGHT - NEW YORK CITY

The gala opening is over.  A few cleaners are sweeping up. 
We pass by several paintings and sculptures.  In the center
of the room, still lit up, is JB's NEWEST SCULPTURE.  Again,
it appears to have no rhyme or reason.  

We slowly begin to move up, higher and higher until we are
directly above the sculpture. It's now that we see it. 

It's rough and a bit surreal looking but the image is
clearly that of a woman's face - ELLA's.  
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ON MONITORS: One final light and
image extravaganza before the screens
and theater fade to darkness. 


